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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2036-How would Zenon allow the other party to get what 
they want? 

Now, they could still be evenly matched. 

If this old man really mastered his own power thoroughly, would Zenon still be able to 
beat him? 

“Old man, this is the Saints Association, not a place for you to run wild. I’m in a meeting 
right now so I don’t have time to act crazy with you. Get the hell out or I’ll join forces with 
a few deputy heads to drive you away. Don’t call me a bully if that happens,” Zenon 
raged. 

Even if they fought, he would get several other people involved to fight together. 

If there were two more Sacred Saints, Zenon would not be scared of the old monster in 
front of him. 

“Young man, who are you trying to scare? I came here because I got invited. Otherwise, 
why would I come here? Do you think I have a lot of time on my hands? Although the 
Saints Association is good, it’s not as good as my kennel,” David said casually. 

Upon hearing David’s words, the seniors of the Saints Association present 
remembered. 

‘Didn’t Sid just say that Zenon is not suitable to be the head of the Saints Association? 

‘The person he wants to recommend is the old man in front of him, right? 

‘This very likely. 

‘How is it possible for him to drive Zenon away from the position of the head if he did not 
have enough strength? 

‘This person was evenly matched with Zenon at the Fellowes Residence, so his 
strength must be at least at peak Sacred Saint Rank. 

‘Only he has this level of strength. 

‘However, even if he has the strength, he is not a member of TSA. 

‘So how can he become the head of the Saints Association?’ 

Zenon immediately set his sights on Sid. 



“Sid, you want to kick me out and make this old guy the head of the Saints 
Association?” 

“Why not? Since he can prevent you from annihilating the Fellowes family, it proves that 
he cares about all beings in the Star Kingdom and he is more suitable to be the head of 
the Saints Association than someone like you who started a war for his own sake,” Sid 
said as a matter of course. 

“Hahaha! Sid, you are so ridiculous! You want an old guy who suddenly appeared and 
came from unknown sources to be the head of the Saints Association? Are you out of 
your mind? You should ask everyone here if they agree,” Zenon said with a laugh. 

“Zenon, since I dare to mention it, do you think I’m not prepared at all?” Sid said slowly. 

Zenon stopped laughing. 

He stared at Sid intently. 

Only then did he remember. 

With the prestige that Sid has established in the Saints Association, most of the seniors 
would support him as long as he said something. 

Coupled with the fact that the rumor Sid spread about the Palmore family wanting to 
unify Star Kingdom working, the deputy heads would also have scruples. 

If they did not want the Palmore family to dominate Star Kingdom, stopping Zenon in 
time would be the best approach. 

In this case, the result of the vote was clear as day. 

If it were for the presence of that old monster, Zenon would have already been unable 
to bear the temptation of teaching Sid a lesson. 

It was almost impossible for a Sacred Saint to kill another Sacred Saint. 

It was the same even if a peak Sacred Saint wanted to kill a beginner Sacred Saint. 

However, that was only if the weaker side wanted to run. It would be difficult for the 
stronger side to catch up and kill them. 

However, if the weaker one did not want to escape but instead chose to fight head-on, 
then the result would be uncertain. 

After Sid discovered Zenon’s true strength last time, he did not choose to run away, so 
he ended up being injured badly by Zenon. 



“Sid, what do you want? You don’t own the Saints Association. You can’t let whoever 
you want to become the head. Who do you think you are?” Zenon lost control. 

If he lost this position, when would he be able to complete his plan? 

There was an old man at the pinnacle of Saint Realm watching him from the side too. 

“Of course, the Saints Association is not mine! It belongs to all humans in the entire Star 
Kingdom. If you want to be the head, you have to maintain the peace of the Star 
Kingdom. If you can’t do it, then get out,” Sid said with justice. 

“He’s an old guy of unknown origin, so how do you know he doesn’t have ulterior 
motives?” Zenon pointed at David and questioned loudly. 
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